WALL 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2:95</th>
<th>2:96</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+4.48</td>
<td>+4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▲ 4.40</td>
<td>▲ +4.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+4.27</td>
<td>+4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+4.24</td>
<td>+4.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

+4.40 | ▲ 4.45 |
| +4.38 | +4.39 |
| +4.10 | +4.18 |
| ▲ 3.98 | ▲ 3.97 |

2:93

▲ 4.94

+4.34 | ▲ +4.34 |
| +4.26 | +4.32 |
| +4.09 | +4.11 |
| 3.95 | 4.01 |

+4.44 | ▲ 4.44 - 2:92 |
| 3.90 | +3.85 - 2:98 |

2:91

1 AUGUST 1994

TRANSIT LEVEL: +774m ASL

As noted on 29 July, WALL 1, P2-P2, has buckled with rubble to its south and, closer to the West trench boundary, the "knee" courses have slipped and fallen to its north.

Pail 94B/2:92 is opened for brown (soft) earth deposit in the west area of the trench.

Pail 94B/2:92

Plan 34, p. 122

LOCATION LABEL:

15, West

FILL:

Brown earth + rubble

POTTERY:

Late Minoan B1, some LMM III, C-7

Also:

And for the remainder of the trench, we open pail 94B/2.93.

Pail 94B/2:93

Plan 34, p. 122

15, W, East

Brown, gray earth + rubble

POTTERY:

LMM III, LM IA, LM IIIA, LM III B


Entire trench pails 2:94, 2:98
Problem with wall 1, P2-P2, within
pail 2:91. Wall was repaired after
pail 2:95, +4:10

T94B
wall 1, P1-P2
from south.

Roll 6 frames 21, 22
photo by J.W.S.

94B/2:94

94B/2:95

94B/2:96
3 August 1994

TRANSIT LEVEL: +7.63m ASL

PAIL 94B/2:97 was opened to clean the upper surface of the area south of the trench, in Trench 77B.

**PAIL**

UNDER PAIL:

LEVELS & LOCATION:

LOCATION LABEL:

FILL:

POTTERY:

**INVENTORIED POTTERY:**

BROWN EARTH & SAND (SHERDS)

MM III, LM II a, CLASS II

SMALL GROUP

MOSTLY LM II a

SHELL

ALSO:

IN A DEEP PAIL, FILLED WITH LARGE STONE RUBBLE and coming down on a LEPIS SURFACE, WE OPEN

**PAIL**

UNDER PAIL:

LEVELS & LOCATION:

LOCATION LABEL:

FILL:

POTTERY:

**INVENTORIED POTTERY:**

CLAY EARTH, SOME LEPIS

5,940 G. (282 SHERDS)

LM I, LM II, LM II a, III

QUITE STRONGLY LM III a 2

MUCH IS III a 2 or III a-B

ONE BOWL & KYLIX, MAY BE LM III B. BROAD CANECK

FINE WARE, MUCH SNA

C. 10184 KYLIX
4 August 1994

Transit level: +7.73 m ASL

We open a pail for brown earth, 1.20 m E of the west balk.

**Pail**

**94B/2:99**

Under pail:

Levels & location:

Location label:

Fill:

Pottery:

Brown earth & rubble
520 g. (26 sherds)
Mixed w/ woken, marl, cm 1.13,
IIA 2, mostly LMMm1/8,
BFG? – JON 103.

Also, for a coming down on a clay lepis surface with burning, we open

**Pail**

**94B/3:100**

Under pail:

Levels & location:

Location label:

Fill:

Pottery:

Clay lepis & burned earth & pebbles (some)

C. 10206 - CKG. POT

LM IIIA 2 - B, JOIN 3:113

C. 10205 (Join 113; dot patterned teacup) heavily near

Also:

Blue pigment, plaster

We reach an surface at +4.17 m ASL with two small burned patches, some rubble and some smaller stones in the central (N-S) area west of Wall 2. Pebbles appear at one. The burned areas and blue pigment are found in the second of the pail, next to Wall 2.
4 August 1994, continued


Pail 94B/3:101
Under Pail:
Levels and location:
Location label:
Fill:
Pottery:
Gray earth, some lepis & rubble
835 g, (30 sherds)
Mostly LM IIIA/B, also LM IIIA, worn. SMAS.
Terra cotta, kylix, 505 c7-8
Amphora, shell
Also:
FOR A CLEANING OF THE WEST BAULK & WALL I.

Pail 94B/2:102
Under Pail:
Levels & location:
Location label:
Fill:
Pottery:
West baulk & W1 cleaning,
Gray earth
140 g. (11 sherds)
Small. LM III, C8-7.

Pail 94B/3:103 is opened for a layer of gray earth & lepis to "trace" the surface from east to west. The slope is extremely but the absence of sherds in the west suggests that we are still not on a surface.
4 August 1994, continued

PAIL 94B/3.103

UNDER PAIL:
LEVELS & LOCATION:
LOCATION LEVEL:
FILL:

POTTERY:

Plan 35, p. 128
15, Western area some gray earth & clay, pebbles
1550 g. (41 sherds)
mostly LM III A2/18
LMIII A1, A2, A2/18
SNA3, Join 99

With 94B/3.104 we come down on a surface, possibly, associated with the paving stones of T 778

PAIL 94B/3.104

UNDER PAIL:
LEVELS & LOCATION:
LOCATION LABEL:
FILL:

POTTERY:

Plan 36, p. 134
15, Western area of T 94B
gray earth & some clay
2470 g. (67 sherds)
latest LM III B
some fine ware. Not many SNA. Also LM I, LM II, LM III A.
5 August 1994

Transit level: +7.68 m ASL (morning)
+7.57 m ASL (afternoon)

We clear the paving stones in T 77B, remove the small bulk between T 77B and T 94B, and search for a continuation of the paving stones (or platform) with Pail 3:104.

Other "pavers" are found and the area is drawn by C. Bianco and photo captured. The rubble to the west of the paved area is cleaned and removed in Pail 94B/3:105.

If the paved area or platform is associated with another feature in this area, possibly it is associated with the "hearth" in the SE corner of the gallery. Note that the burned area of 3:100 has elevations comparable to the level reached around the hearth.

The rubble to the west rests in some areas, on a burned surface. These burned areas seem distinct from that immediately west of Wall 2. All the areas are associated with gray clay, but that near Wall 2 has pebbles in its fill.

Pail 94B/3:105

Under Pail:

Levels & Location:

Location label:

Fill:

Pottery:

Inventoryed pottery:

C. 10207. Frag. of mould?
5 August 1994, continued

To come down on the burned surface we open

**Pail**

**Under Pail:**

**Levels & Location:**

**Location Label:**

**Fill:**

**Pottery:**

---

**Plan 34, p. 134**

South-15, Western Area

Gray clay & earth

Burned earth

1390 g. (130 sherds)

Latest LM III B


Fine up, some SNA.

---

Continuing in the northern area, South of Wall 7, we open

**Pail**

**Under Pail:**

**Levels & Location:**

**Location Label:**

**Fill:**

**Pottery:**

---

**Plan 34, p. 134**

South-15

Gray earth & clay

1480 g. (67 sherds)

Latest LM III B

Mostly LM III A, III B.

Very worn, many SNA.

**Also:**

Plaster, shell

This area, partially excavated, appears without burned earth & the lapis is thicker than above the burning in 3:106.
We open 948/3:108 for the burned area west of Wall 2, beneath 948/3:106, where the burned earth is mixed with small irregular stones. We sweep the clay surface, a lumpy one at best, 1.5m s of Wall 2, and continue with 3:107. We also remove the rubble in the SW corner, within 3:106.

Plan 38, a 140 QW
Burned earth, small stones (rubble)
2,620 b. (115 sherds)
Mostly LM III A2
Latest LM III B
Charnacle
Many BNA, telecop, cups
Blue pigment

We find course ware & specks of red. Beneath 3:108 we open 3:109 for gray clay with (very few) cobbles. This pass exposes small stone rubble and some burned earth in the NE corner & central (N-S) area W of Wall 2. 3:111 is opened for the area immediately to the W.
8 August 1994, continued

PAIL
UNDER PAIL:
LEVELS & LOCATION:
LOCATION LABEL:
FILL:

POTTERY:
ALSO:

94B/3:109
3:108
PLAN 39, p.142
QW
GRAY CLAY, BURNED EARTH
SOME COBBLES
1,780 G. (258 SHARDS)
LATEST = LM III B. MOSTLY
LM III A, B. 60% SNA.
ALSO MM II, III,
PLASTER
LM III A, A, B.

94B/3:111
3:101
PLAN 39, p.142
IS
GRAY EARTH, CLAY &
SMALL STONE RUBBLE
1,010 G. (51 SHARDS)
MOSTLY LM III A.
SMALL VULT. ONE LM I?
LATEST LM III A.
SHELL.

WE EXPAND OUR TRENCH S AND OVERLAP
T 47 B. WE OPEN 3:110 FOR THE S BORDER
OF T 47 B AND OPEN 3:112 FOR THE AREA
AROUND THE "HEARTH".

PAILS 94B/3:107-3:108

PLAN 38
1:50
T 94 B < N

PAIL
UNDER PAIL:
LEVELS & LOCATION:
LOCATION LABEL:
FILL:

POTTERY:
ALSO:

94B/3:110
3:108, 3:101
PLAN 39, p.142
QW
GRAY CLAY W/ BURNED EARTH
2770 G. (148 SHARDS)
LM III A, CLEAN.
BROAD EARTH.
8 August 1994, continued

94B/3:112

PAIL

UNDER PAIL: 2:97
LEVELS & LOCATION: PLAN 39, p. 142
LOCATION LABEL: 2W
FILL: RED (BLACK, BURNT)
EARTH, ASH
POTTERY: 4,290 g, (155 sherd)
GOOD, LM IIIA2, B.
HEAVY WEAR, BURNING. AFTER
BREAKAGE, SNA, MC
SOME FINE WARE
RED
SHELL, CHARCOAL, HAEMITITE

ALSO:

WE CONTINUE WITH 3:109, AND REMOVE THE
RUBBLE, AND FIND A CONTINUATION OF THE
BURNING IN THE NE CORNER.

RED HAEMITITE (?) APPEARS IN 3:112, JUST
EAST OF THE STONE WHICH I BELIEVE, NOW, TO
INDEED BE A HAEMITITE STONE.

THERE IS MUCH
ASH, THAT (A PENCIL SUGGESTS) MAY EXTEND
ANOTHER 5 cm. THE ASPH NELLS GRAY
CLAY 0.90 m N OF THE HAEMITITE. BURNT
EARTH IS BELOW THIS CLAY.

WE OPEN 3:113 FOR A PASS 2.80 W OF W 2.

94B/3:113

PAIL

UNDER PAIL: 3:109, 3:110, 3:111
LEVELS & LOCATION: PLAN 39, p. 142
LOCATION LABEL: 2W
FILL: GRAY CLAY, BURNT EARTH
POTTERY: 2 BUCKETS
1) 870 g, (36 sherd)
2) 4200 g, (123 sherd)
MOSTLY LM IIA1, B
CLEAN SNA, MCC, UP
INVENTORIED.
C. 10215 TEL-UP, SNA 31100
C. 10219 SNA 31105, 31005